Seeds by Design: The name says it all… we are the first production
company in the US to offer such a diverse line of vegetable and herb
seeds from heirlooms to hybrids; suited for the commercial grower
to the home garden trade. We offer more heirloom varieties than
any other production company as well as our own line of hybrids,
including peppers, tomatoes, and vine seeds.

Beautiful radishes, Pink Beauty, Purple Plum,
White Beauty, German Giant, and many
others create a perfect blend. Radishes are
a great short crop for specialty markets.

Several varieties like Parrot - green,
Flamingo - pink, Oriole - orange,
Canary - yellow are used for baby leaf and
bunching. You may purchase colors separately and blend when planting or cutting.

A mixture of different colors and types of
summer squash can also be a hit at farmers
markets and specialty outlets. Picked at
the baby stage with or without the flowers
makes a great selling product for chefs.

Lettuce varieties are blended to customers
specifications. Components depend on
the customers climate and cultural needs.
Usually 4-5 varieties are recommended
with varying colors and leaf types. Varieties
can be planted separately and then mixed
at harvest.

A colorful mixture of fice varieties of baby
carrots. Plant Atomic Red, Bambino,
Cosmic Purple, Lunar White., and Solar
Yellow to create perfect bunches of baby
carrotts. Great for all specialty markets and
excellent for full harvest.

Plant a mixture of multi colored: Pumpkins,
Winter Squash, Gourds and Summer
Squash for your own fall harvest display.
The more shapes and colors you plant, the
more market base you can cover. Many
of these varieties can be picked at the
small baby stage and sold to chefs and
farmers markets.

A growing trend and market which uses
many different varieties and species. Our
dealers can help you develop a custom
mesclun or micro green blend for your
specific market or growing region.

No kitchen or garden is complete for the
summer without Basil. A staple ingredient
for pesto and an essential herb for summer
and fall cooking. Basil grows rapidly in the
long days of summer and into the fall. There
are many different types and colors of basil.
Market a mixture of colors and leaf sizes to
increase herb sales.

Terra Organics: The sister company to Seeds by Design, Terra Organics was the first
full scale production company to offer a complete line of organically produced vegetable
and herb seeds. If your grower wants it organically, we probably have it. From baby leaf to
heirlooms and all varieties in between, Terra Organics is the place to go for Organic seed.
Growers on the cutting edge of today’s market trends ask for Seeds by Design and Terra Organics
when looking for Organic, Heirloom or Hybrid vegetable seeds.
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Seeds by Design and Terra Organics are wholesale companies, for more information please contact your local seed dealer.

